
Avesta Hojjati Joins MyMedis.IN Advisory Board

Access to medical records by loved ones that watch
over you is now a reality

MyMedis.in,announced the appointment
of Avesta Hojjati to its Corporate
Technology Advisory Board.

WESTERVILLE, OHIO, USA, January
25, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ --
MyMedis.in, the world’s 1st healthcare
startup that gives control to patients with
their medical records and health data
announced the appointment of Avesta
Hojjati to its Corporate Technology
Advisory Board.

MyMEDIS is a new approach to
healthcare that will give control to
patients over their medical records and
health data, allowing instant accessibility
anywhere. MyMedis is a blockchain
technology supported system developed to enhance methods for electronic medical records storage,
access, and to facilitate interactive use by patients and providers to improve healthcare outcomes.

Avesta brings cutting-edge
experience working in cloud
security, data privacy and,
even cybercrime, said Aram
Kovach, President of
MyMedis.”

Aram Kovach

“MyMedis uses a unique approach solve the accessibility,
security, and monetization of medical data, by keeping EMR
entries in a distributed model storage layer in an encrypted
form. They are leading the way in advancing healthcare data,
security, and electronic medical records for use by patients.
I’m excited to use my security and privacy experience to work
alongside the team at MyMedis and to help continue this
important work,” said Avesta.

Avesta has co-founded three companies: Security 7, which
provided security services and penetration testing; Microsim

Technologies, a technology firm which designed microfluidics applications; and Phalanx Investment
Properties LLC, which invests in properties and new communities. Avesta was part of the Laboratory
for Advanced Energy, Bio-Fluids and Imaging (LAEBI) at Texas Tech University where he developed a
new algorithm to process Digital Holography Microscopy images in parallel.

“MyMedis is excited to have Avesta join our Corporate Advisory Board. As a Ph.D. student in
computer science, focused on cybersecurity, Avesta brings cutting-edge experience working in cloud
security, data privacy and, even cybercrime, said Aram Kovach, President of MyMedis.

Avesta was also a Siebel Scholar at the University of Illinois with prior research that was focused on
security and privacy. He has also worked in research finding vulnerabilities in medical devices, to
make those devices more secure. Hojjati has been a valuable contributor, previously working at
nationally recognized companies such as Yahoo and Symantec. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://mymedis.in


Shere in the immedicacy of the medical crypto currency
of the future with mymedis.in medicoins.

It is as simple to use as any social media app.  No
manuals requried.

About the MyMedis Advisory Board
The MyMedis Advisory Board was
assembled with the goal of improving
idea exchange among experts and new
startup focused on patient-centered
results. The team of providers and
executives provide insights and strategic
leadership.

For more information please see:
https://mymedis.in  
Contact: Mike@mymedis.in

aram kovach
mymedis.in, llc.
8778290536
email us here

https://mymedis.in
http://www.einpresswire.com/contact_author/2435003


immedidately access your medical records by asking for
them

Avesta Hojjati, embedded systems security, cloud
security, software security, network security, data
privacy, computer forensics, and cybercrime
professional.
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